The lowest order invariant amplitudes for the 2 + 2 processes concerning the action S [g, P] = J d xg 9[2-R/e + -(g""8"$8 P+ ARP )] are computed. It is found that these results do not depend on the value of A; therefore, it is impossible to measure the RgP coupling parameter at tree-level scattering in this case. It is also shown that the theory described by the above action is equivalent at the classical level to Einstein's theory with a massless minimally coupled scalar 6eld provided that 1 + (Am P /4) ) 0. Some consequences for cosmology and black holes are discussed. 
It has been suggested by various authors that the action for gravity should contain, in addition to the Einstein action, certain nonminimal functionals of the scalar field. There are many reasons for these suggestions: the necessity to soften the divergences of the stress tensor [1] , the possibility of a theoretical explanation of Mach s principle [2] , the incorporation of the spontaneous symmetrybreaking mechanism into gravity [3, the construction of nonsingular models for the Universe [4] , the need to maintain renormalizability in quantum field theory in curved space [5] , and so on [6] .
The candidates for such nonminimally coupled actions contain, in general, a term of the form ABgP, which incidentally is the only possible local term involving a dimensionless coupling between the scalar field P and the curvature scalar B [5] . Accordingly and to write the metric tensor g""(x) as g""(x) = g""+rh"(x), (2) with K2 = 32aG in natural units. The Ricci tensor is defined by R""= -8 I'""+,and the metric convention is g""=diag(l, -1, -1, -1).
Generally the coupling parameter A in Eq. (1) Ss --d4x -g -g" "-m' '+AH ', P expanding around fat space using Eq. (2). This leads to
[(6 -2hphP)(rl""B"QB"Q -m P ) + 4(2h" 6 " -h,h"")8"$0 g +A/ (16k prl""B"Oph "+ 80 h pO"hp -8h pB Bph -8h p H h p -88 hrl" B"h" hq" 8 h~s"h -p+4g""s"h~sph "+4hclh -4hs s"h "+2n~s hsph)]I, where the action for the &ee scalar field has been omitted.
From the previous expression the Feynman rules for the elementary vertices may readily be deduced. These are shown in Fig. 1 .
Let us now analyze the gravitational scattering of identical massive scalars with arbitrary BP2 coupling. The Feynman diagrams for the process P(pi)P(p2) -+ (j5(p3) P(p4) in lowest order are displayed in Fig. 2 Thus, we come to the unexpected conclusion that the tree-level invariant amplitudes for the 2~2 processes concerning action (1) (P -P and P -g scattering) are completely independent of the RP2 coupling parameter, which directly implies that this parameter cannot be measured at tree-level scattering in this case.
The preceding semiclassical result strongly suggests that there ought to be transformations which eliminate the nonminimal coupling from action (1) The nonlinearity with respect to the scalar field P may, by means of a further field redefinition, be removed from (4) . Indeed, from the differential relation g" (~F8"Q)~F0"Q = g" 0"$0 P, [11] .
To determine the cosmological effect of the ARP2 term for 'R ) 0, we may study the behavior of (6) [4, 13] . Incidentally, this black hole was proved to be unstable under monopole perturbations [14] .
We believe that the semiclassical result presented in this Brief Report could be generalized in order to take into account quantum corrections. 
